In this paper, we describe encryption possibilities for the High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) standard under development. Bitstream elements which maintain HEVC compatibility after encryption are listed and their impact on video adaptation is described. From this list, three bitstream elements are selected, namely intra prediction mode difference, motion vector difference sign, and residual sign. These elements provide good protection of the video information and result in 0.0% Bjøntegaard delta bitrate increase because of their equal probability entropy encoding property.
I. INTRODUCTION
Video encryption is an attractive technique enabling video service providers to prevent unauthorized devices from playing back their content. The most straightforward and most secure solution would be to encrypt the entire compressed video stream. This would obfuscate all the information in the video stream although this might not be necessary or desirable. In particular, video adaptation performed at network level requires access to specific syntax elements in the video stream. In this case, the adaptation node should be able to decrypt in real-time parts of the video stream needed during the adaptation process. Consequently, the adaptation node should be trusted with decryption keys or certain parts of the video stream should be left unencrypted. We aim at jointly offering encryption and video adaptation capabilities, while avoiding the deployment of decryption keys at network level. Our solution is then to degrade the visual quality as much as possible for untrusted decoders by encrypting a minimal set of bitstream elements.
For the widely adopted H.264/AVC standard, encryption strategies taking into account adaptation possibilities are investigated thoroughly in [1] . To efficiently compress higher resolutions, a successor of H.264/AVC is being developed, called High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [2] . In this paper, strategies for encrypting HEVC video streams are described together with their impact on transcoding algorithms. In terms of structure, first a description of HEVC is given in Section II. Then, adaptation algorithms that can be mapped from H.264/AVC to HEVC and their restrictions on encryption strategies are described in Section III. Next,
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Section IV looks further into the encrypted bitstream elements and their impact on adaptation. Finally, measurements on a subset of the proposed encryption strategies and a conclusion are provided in Sections V and VI respectively.
II. HIGH EFFICIENCY VIDEO CODING
In HEVC, a picture can be divided in slices, which can be further divided in Coded Tree Blocks (CTB) of size 64x64. These CTBs are divided in square Coding Units (CU) ranging from 8x8 up to 64x64 in a quadtree structure. CUs are divided in Prediction Units (PU) which form the basic unit on which intra or inter prediction is applied. For the inter prediction, reference picture lists are created and the selected reference pictures must be signaled in the video stream.
By subtracting the predicted pixels from the original ones, residual information is obtained. On this residual data, Transform Units (TU) are divided. After transformation, quantization is applied using a Quantization Parameter (QP) and a quantization matrix which can both be signaled in the video stream.
After the reconstruction process, three loop filters can be applied, including the deblocking filter, sample adaptive offset and adaptive loop filter. The entire encoding loop as described here is visualized in Fig. 1 .
III. VIDEO ADAPTATION
The most flexible, but at the same time most complex video adaptation technique is to decode the video stream and apply the adaptation in the pixel domain. For this transcoder to work, it must be trusted with the decryption key because a full reconstruction of the video stream is made. With this technique, for example, resolution, frame rate, bit depth, or random access period adaptations can be provided.
At the other extreme, scalable coding is another possibility offering adaptation capabilities. Because only temporal scalability can be applied to the current HEVC specification, spatial or quality scalability will not be considered. Temporal scalability can be obtained by hierarchically coding bidirectionally predicted pictures. Video stream adaptation can then be applied by low complex picture dropping operations.
An efficient alternative solution is given by compressed domain quality transcoding algorithms [3] . With these techniques, the video stream is decoded until the residual information is accessed, and no full reconstruction of the video being necessary. The residual information is requantized at a lower quality and is then merged back in the video stream.
IV. ENCRYPTION STRATEGIES FOR HEVC
When encrypting bitstream elements from an encoded video stream, compatibility with the video standard should be maintained. This is important because devices handling the video stream on the network should not be aware of the applied encryption mechanism. This imposes the restriction that encryption can only be applied on bitstream elements that do not alter the entropy decoding process of other bitstream elements. For example, encrypting the prediction mode may change it from inter to intra prediction. The entropy decoder would expect intra information instead of inter information. Consequently, it will get out of sync with the real encoded elements and unpredictable behavior will follow.
Within the HEVC specification, nine potential sets of independent information are identified in Table I . None of these elements influence adaptation processes as described in Section III, except for the QP information and the residual information. With compressed-domain quality transcoding, residual information gets requantized at a lower quality. Therefore, residual coefficients should not be encrypted. In general, requantization transcoders only need absolute residual coefficients, so the sign information of the residual can still be encrypted. The QP information about the residual is used during the requantization process and the new QP should be signaled in the bitstream. Therefore, QP information should be readable and adaptable by a quality transcoder.
In this paper, we propose to encrypt three bitstream elements from this list, namely intra prediction mode difference, motion vector difference sign, and residual sign. The intra prediction mode difference must be seen as the mode that gets signaled after the most probable mode prediction. Similarly, the motion vector difference is the value indicating the difference between the predicted motion vector and the real one. These elements are chosen because it is expected that they provide a large impact on visual quality when the decryption key is unknown by the decoder. Additionally, in HEVC these elements are encoded with equal probability assumption. Therefore, the bits are not entropy encoded, but directly inserted in the bitstream. Consequently, it is expected that by encrypting and therefore changing the values of these bitstream elements, there will be no impact on the final bitrate.
V. RESULTS
The proposed encryption of intra prediction modes, motion vector difference signs, and residual signs is implemented in HEVC reference Model (HM) v6.1. The test is conducted on 22 test sequences (8-bit), as used during the HEVC standardization process. The GOP (Group Of Pictures) size is set to eight and a random access period of approximately one second is applied. QP values of 22, 27, 32, and 37 are used on every sequence. With these four test points, Bjøntegaard delta (BD) bitrate measurements are calculated, indicating the overall bitrate increase over the entire PSNR test range.
BD-bitrate measurements indicate a 0.0% BD-rate increase when encrypting the intra prediction mode difference, motion vector difference signs, and residual signs. This corresponds to our decision to encrypt these elements because of their equal probability property.
To illustrate the capabilities of the encryption algorithm, an example decoded picture by a decoder without decryption key is given in Fig. 2 .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we indicate potential bitstream elements that can be used for HEVC compatible encryption. A description is given about which elements can have an influence on video adaptation processes deployed in the network. Additionally, three elements were selected to be encrypted (intra prediction mode difference, motion vector difference sign, and residual sign) based on the fact that they have a significant visual impact when decoded without the decryption key and because they do not impact compression efficiency. 
